25th June 2020

June 2020 has been a special month for everyone at English Coaching Projects. Not only did it mark the
10th anniversary of our cooperative but it also meant that we had been producing the Weekly English
Practice for 10 years too. That’s over 350 issues going all the way back to 30th September 2010! We
incorporated audio as early as February 2011 and since October 2017 there has been an introductory
video. All the articles since October 2012 can be accessed on our website.

English Coaching Projects was set up as a cooperative by 5 partners in June 2010.
The Weekly English Practice was one of our first ‘projects’.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, we have been unable to organise the big party that we had planned to
hold to celebrate these landmarks but no doubt, once we all know how life will be in this ‘new normality’,
you will all be invited to celebrate the ECP project and the part that you have played in it.
In the meantime, have a great summer and the Weekly English Practice will be back in the autumn!
This week, the ECP coaches have chosen their favourite WEP from 2019-20. Which one was yours?

Kez I think I like my article about the market in Lakua the most
because it was about a local place; very close, in fact, to where
I’ve spent the most time living in Gasteiz. It also contained
names of local people that some of our students might know, so
it felt quite personal.
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Let’s chat
about that!

Send your opinions to your coach!
What were your favourite articles
this year? Explain why.
If you were asked to write a WEP,
what would you write about?
What topics would you like us to
write about in the future?

John My most satisfying WEP was ‘The Art of Loving'. I read and discussed
this marvellous book with a friend during the lockdown and it served as a
kind of therapy which I can honestly say has changed my life. The feedback
from our students was truly gratifying as well. Some are reading Fromm’s
masterpiece now. I recommend the book to everyone.

Darren The articles I wrote during the lockdown were both
personal and positive. In ‘Rekindling Hobbies’ I decided to pick up
drawing again after twenty years. I had every intention of continuing
but the fact is, I haven’t picked up a piece of charcoal since!

Ali From my 2019-20 WEPs, ‘Reading to Learn’ meant the most to me because
it allowed me to share my geeky side with all of you. I've learnt so much
Spanish vocabulary in the last year or so thanks to my reading efforts, and if I
can inspire just one or two people to do the same in English, I'm chuffed!

Rob This was a very personal project that took months to complete. Writing the
article was like therapy for my addiction and the video made me feel like a YouTuber!

Weekly English Practice

Ten Years of ECP and the WEP

Practical English Stuff

Social Events In English
Real-Life English in Vitoria-Gasteiz

Friday 26th June

Real Language to Express Yourself Better

Great resources to
help you practise
your English over
the summer

‘Amigos
Ingleses’ on
YouTube

Spanish news in English

youtube.com/user/
AmigosIngleses

euronews.com/news/europe/spain

Lots of really
useful videos

english.elpais.com

Oxford Learners Bookshelf (Oxford University Press)
Watch High Fidelity on Google Play
(other platforms are available) before Friday.
Join John on Friday 26th June at 19’30 for a
drink and chat about the film and your Top 5s.
Google Meets
https://meet.google.com/jej-grid-pdb

Sign in or register for FREE access to 148 Graded Readers until 31 August 2020.
https://www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com/?dm_i=1MVU,6WOZK,HLMVV8,RR9OK,1

English Coaching Projects’ VIDEOS & RESOURCES page
Access our Quick Jokes, FRED Talks, SCROLLING TEXT & AUDIO videos and more!

CLICK HERE: https://englishcoachingprojects.net/videos-resources/

Read (and listen to) every Weekly English Practice since 2012!

CLICK HERE: https://englishcoachingprojects.net/weekly-english-practice/

